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The Italian shipyard Dynamiq Yachts have completed the build of the 41-metre

superyacht, Stefania, the second hull of the builders GTT 135 series. With her golden hull

shining, the superyacht underwent sea trials in February, and now her interior styling by

Giuseppina Arena has been finished at the company’s shipyard in Massa, Tuscany.
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The superyacht features exterior design from Dobroserdov Design studio with a

standout hull palette, finished in metallic gold and dark brown. She has a reverse bow

which gives her a fresh look, and her fast displacement hull from Van Oossanen offers

her smooth movement through the water and excellent efficiency. Stefania has an

impressive 5,000 nautical mile range at 10 knots, reaching top speeds of 21 knots,

consuming only 50 litres per hour at 10 knots. 
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Her impressive range will allow her owners to cruise world-wide and coupled with her

shallow draft of 1.8-metres, Stefaniawill be able to access more cruising grounds than

many vessels in her class.
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"Stefania is the evolution of our full-aluminium Gran Turismo Transatlantic concept and

represents everything you would expect in a medium-sized product from a boutique

family shipyard: exclusive looks, advanced technologies and attention to detail,” says

Dynamiq founder Sergei Dobroserdov. “The basis of the GTT 135 is the lightweight full

aluminium hull, but every element has been perfected, from the top-notch

soundproofing components by Dutch experts Rubber Design, including a torque

compensation system for the gearboxes, to the Bowers & Wilkins hi-end sound system.

We are happy to state after the sea trials how her many technical innovations take

performance and comfort to the next level.”
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Internally, the superyacht Stefania has a five stateroom layout, with an Art-Deco style by

the Miami-based industry veteran Arena. Standout features include bespoke carpets,

mother of pearl detailing, a fireplace in the main saloon and an impressive 2.2-metre

ceiling height throughout.
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On deck, Stefania has a generous aft pool and a 120 square-metre sundeck, with a

Jacuzzi to fore and a semi al fresco dining area to aft. Her wheelhouse has been

designed by Klassen.
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